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Function

Mechanical

These outdoor scoreboards are made for sports, where only time and
points are needed to be shown e.g. SOCCER, VOLLEYBALL,
BASKETBALL, HANDBALL, WATERPOLO AND ICEHOCKEY.

They are controlled by a handheld remote control or a NT terminal,
which allows easy changing of the points, both up and down for each
team and up and count down from any given game time.
It is very easy to switch between scoreboard-mode and showing time-
of-day, when the scoreboards are not in use. However this is not
possible on the NW3205 and NW4505, as these only shows minutes
with a dot indicating the seconds.

The scoreboards are build with weatherproof lightweight aluminium
frames and back plates, all treated with powder enameling. The
special LED digits which spreads the light 70 degrees horizontally
and 30 degrees vertically are mounted behind a non-reflecting front,
which makes it easy for spectators to see the results from any
position even in direct sunlight. The scoreboards are very robust as
the front is strong enough to resist shots from hitting balls. On the
NW4530 it is possible to slide in a new text plate covering the H and
G section so e.g. team names can be shown.

The scoreboard is easy to install, mounting brackets are supplied with
every system.

Every scoreboard produced by Nautronic a/s is a high quality product
and has gone through rigorous testing before leaving the factory and
being shipped off to its destination anywhere in the world.
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50/60 Hz230V~

5 mPUSHPUSH

50/60 Hz230V~

Remote control
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NAUTRONIC

REMOTE CONTROLLER - SEND2

H G

PRESS FOR MIN. 1 SEC.

START

STOP

RESET GAME TIME:

Stop time, press then

HOW TO SHIFT MODE:

SETTINGS:

See backside

TOTAL RESET:

Stop time, press min. 5 sec.

Press min. 5 sec.H
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NW3206

NW4505
NW4507**

counting down/up

no

45 cm LED digits

200 m / 250 m

40 kg

max. 120 W

63 x 400 x 10 cm

230 VAC

19 - 19

00. - 99. min. only

NW4506
NW4508**

counting down/up

yes

45 cm LED digits

200 m / 250 m

40 kg

max. 120 W

63 x 400 x 10 cm

230 VAC

19 - 19

00:00 - 99:99

NW3206
NW3208
NW3210
Nw3212

**
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**/***

NW3205
NW3207** NW 4530

game clock mode

time of day

remote control
not version c*

digit size

readable, rec. / max

power supply

weight

consumption

dim. h x w x d

counting down/up

yes

counting down/up

no

counting down/up

yes

32 cm LED digits32 cm LED digits 45 cm LED digits

200 m / 250 m160 m / 200 m160 m / 200 m

20 kg20 kg 40 kg

max. 120 Wmax. 120 W max. 120 W

45 x 250 x 10 cm 170 x 250 x 10 cm45 x 250 x 10 cm

standard

230 VAC230 VAC 230 VAC

score

game clock

19 - 1919 - 19 99 - 99

00:00 - 99:9900. - 99. min. only 00:00 - 99:99

Version C includes controlpanel and is NOT wireless
Score is 99 - 99
Changeable team names

standard standard standard standard

Data cable
2x2 x0,6mm2
twisted and shielded
max 300 m
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